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Roguemance is a roguelite with romance. Each battle is a date! Meet love interests, fight relationship problems and make heart-
breaking decisions.

EACH BATTLE IS A DATE

Fight by your lover's side! Combat is where you get to know them and find out if they are a good fit for you. Compromise or
die!

A LOVE FOR EVERYONE

Everyone deserves love! You'll surely find a partner that fits you in Roguemance.

FIND PROCEDURAL LOVE

Procedurally generated companions with distinct appearances, personalities and abilities. Find one you love!

EXPLORE THE HEARTIPELAGO

A heart-shaped island is the setting you will explore. But this land of love is in trouble! Can you mend your broken heart?

GROW RELATIONSHIPS

Each partner has an opinion on what to do and where to go. Keep them happy or they will break up. Or find someone who suits
you!
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roguemance steam. roguemance download. roguemance gameplay

It was on sale so I thought I'd give it a shot... Meh. The controls are clunky, the missions aren't too interesting, the misison
breifing is pretty poor, and the missions are just frustrating and hard.
That and the whole "Don't look into the walls" thing is really annoying. With VR somtimes you accidentally end up inside of a
wall, and I don't want to be jump scared because I accidentally teleported into a wall.
Maybe with time it'll be worth it, but at my time of purchase and playing I really don't think so.. Doesn't run. Not even in
Windows 7, which is listed as compatible on the product page.

None of the workarounds from the forums have any effect, except the one about deleting/renaming libpandadx9.dll, but then
you get no video in the game and have no idea what's happening in the story.

This is probably a good game, but it's been put on Steam by a garbage publisher in a 100% defective, non-working state. So it's
basically a scam. It's really sad that Steam allows people to sell non-working games on their platform :-/

Stay away and keep your money.. this game doodoo. I buy BlackInk. And the program instaled on two computers don't work
anymore. Can you send one functionally BlackInk?. It's a funny game.. Really like this game.
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This game seems like a game with success if you consider that it's an indie game. The price is pretty good, graphics, gameplay,
lore-wise, etc. Nothing I can really point out that I dislike. Maybe if the creator of the game had some help then they could add
more to the game but for it's price you should for sure buy it and try it out.. Basingstoke is both fun and tough. It makes me
afraid to walk around the corner since you only have one life. But that is also what makes it great. You really have to think about
what oyu are doing. You can't just go running around like wildfire. Great game.. quot;Worst port ever". Solid puzzle game I
nabbed with a coupon. Wait for a sale and enjoy on a rainy day. :-). Most of the sword isn't even visible on the screen, It looks
nice, what of it you can see, but having brought all the weapons, I can't say I recommend any of them since they are mostly cut
off by the screen... and all they do is sit on the back of the avatar and do nothing.. Cannot play the red southwest train?? any
help please
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